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What would you do if you got stuck in the mall overnight?



What if kids ran the school?



You wake up one morning and your skin is purple. What happens next?



Write an epilogue to your favorite book. What happens to the characters?



Describe the world’s strangest outfit.



Your two favorite animals get combined into one animal. What is it like?



Would you rather have a pet cockroach or a pet slug? Why?



Do you think kids should be allowed to vote for President? Why or why not?



Describe your dream bedroom.



Write a story about a gorilla with a secret.



Write a thank you note to your grandma for your brand new jet pack.



Write a story that explains why dogs don’t like cats.



You won a million dollars! What do you do now?



Write a letter from a space alien to a human. Describe life on your planet.



Write a list of 10 reasons you can’t write in your journal today.



How would life be different if you were 8-feet tall?



You created a magic potion. What does it do?



What do your toys do while you are at school?



Describe the completely disgusting candy you just invented.



Write a list of 10 rules every parent should follow.



Write a scientific explanation for why feet stink. (It can be fake!)



Write directions for beating a tough level on a video game.



Write a recipe for making your favorite snack.



Write the story of Hansel and Gretel from the Witch’s point-of-view.



Write a note from broccoli to a kid.



What kind of animal makes the worst pet? Why?



Write the story of a day you will never forget.



Would you rather live in outer space or under the ocean? Why?



Write the story of the day you met your best friend.



Write the story of your name.
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